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The Map of the Tracks of Yu 
禹跡圖, 1137 CE





The dili yan’ge地理沿革* Tradition
*Spatial Persistence and Transformation

By the Song, Persistence and Transformation treatises were widespread. 
They marshalled historical evidence on behalf of positions about the 
proper form of organization for the empire. They were published as free-
standing works and were a component of all geographical texts.



The dili yan’ge地理沿革* Tradition
*Spatial Persistence and Transformation

There were multiple and coexisting means of explaining the location of a 
jurisdiction – relative to the capital, to cosmic reference systems, to topography, 
according to its place in a spatial hierarchy, and more.

The junxian county and prefecture system contrasted with the fengjian fiefdom 
system that had been discredited in the late Tang - see Liu Zongyuan柳宗元
(773–819).



The dili yan’ge地理沿革* Tradition
*Spatial Persistence and Transformation



“A Map of 
Prefectures 
Elevated, Altered 
Abolished and 
Established in This 
Dynasty,” from 
Shui Anli, Handy 
Maps of Historical 
Geography, ca. 
1120s.



The Map of the Territory 
of the Prefecture (州境圖
zhou jing tu) from the 
block printed 1223 
Chicheng Gazetteer of the 
Jiading Era (嘉定赤城志
Jiading Chicheng zhi) , a 
local chronicle of Tai zhou
prefecture.  This map is 
printed from blocks 
carved in 1497. 
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From Hope Wright, An Alphabetical List of Geographical Names in Song China



“According to the maps and 
registers of Lingnan, the counties 
and prefectures are numerous, 
but the population is small.  
Guang Prefect Pan Mei and Fiscal 
Commissioner Wang Ming are 
ordered to investigate its 
territories and amalgamate them 
in order to benefit the people.”
按嶺南圖籍州縣多而戶口
少命知廣州潘美及轉運使
王明度其地里并省以便民



“Under most 
circumstances, the spatial 
distribution of state 
activity that serves 
military purposes well 
differs sharply from the 
spatial distribution that 
serves the production of 
revenues.”

(But Tilly 
and others 
do not fully 
engage the 
spatial 
analysis 
that their 
theories 
imply.).



• The Chinese state persistently redrew 
its domestic administrative boundaries 
through “skilled husbanding of limited 
bureaucratic power.” New counties 
were founded on the frontier as old 
counties were consolidated in the 
periphery. 
• BUT there was almost no change in 

the total number of counties 
throughout the 2,000-year imperial 
era, even as the population expanded 
tenfold.

G. William Skinner has worked this out at 
only several pages length!
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early 
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Song





The Rate of Change 
Varied Spatially



Provincial 
Circuit

Number of 
Prefecture
s

Number of 
Counties

County/
Prefecture

Household
s

Chengdu 
fu

14 58 4.14:1 832,360

Zizhou 14 59 3.5:1 477,152

Lizhou 11 39 3.54:1 339,595

Kuizhou 12 28 2.33:1 256,619

àRemember Tilly’s theory of the geography of war versus the 
geography of revenue?  Here it is embodied in western China.



The Density 
of State 

Presence 
Shifted: 

Prefectures



The 
Density of 

State 
Presence 
Shifted: 
Counties







“Dividing the Realm in order to Govern”
“Territories … are fundamentally constitutive of the social orders 
whose features they express…  Territorial configurations are not 
simply cultural artifacts.  They are political achievements.” – David 
Delaney

The way that a state organizes its territory is the the way that its 
“ideology…is translated into spatial organization.” – Joseph Whitney

“Alas!  Since the Three Eras, there have been none who have not 
divided the realm in order to govern.” 嗚呼自三代以上莫不分土而
治也—Ouyang Xiu

In Song Dynasty China, over 20% of all jurisdictions underwent some 
change during the 300 years that the regime was in power.



The Mississippi River Poland

Historical Gazetteers Describe Events 

Properly speaking, a gazetteer 
– a list of named places, if it is 
historical, is a list of events. It 
is a set of attestations about 
acts of placemaking: changes 
in name, status, affiliation, et 
cetera. 



What is Place?

• Place is not about geography 
and place is not about 
names. Places are spatial 
settings for human activity.
• Tim Ingold’s “taskscapes”
• David Turnbull’s “indexicality”
• Michael Curry’s “topos,” 

“choros,” and “geos”



“Rather than emphasizing geographical accuracy and scale, the 
map focuses on the network of relationships between the 
Indian nations and the English.” It “served the purposes of 
diplomacy rather than cartography as a scientific endeavor” 
and was meant to communicate trade relationships.” – Tim St. 
Onge

Places Make Meaning in 
Combination with One Another

“Map of the several nations of 
Indians to the Northwest of 
South Carolina,” ca. 1655-1728 
(Library of Congress)



Place is Always Plural

Individual places have 
multiple meanings, and 
places make meaning in 
relation to one another, 
in combination with 
one another, and in 
networks of other 
places and human 
activities. Places almost 
always have multiple 
names at any given 
time and over time. 



Boothia is 
around here.

“Map of the Arctic and Adjacent Regions,” Sir John Ross, 1855 
(Library of Congress)

“Ikmalikik and Tiagashu draw a map for Captain John Ross” (1777-1856). 
Ross was a Scottish Royal Navy officer and polar explorer who traveled to 
the Gulf of Boothia in 1829 as part of the European efforts to seek a 
Northwest Passage and to scope opportunities for whaling voyages. 



Since any place has many meanings, attestations about places almost always 
reflects acts of power, conflict, contestation, and control.  Maps often hide 
these activities, but gazetteers are well equipped to reveal them. Making 
gazetteers is about decolonization, diversity, and multivocality.



Gazetteer of Gaomi County, Shandong 
(Gaomi Xianzhi 高密縣志), 1605

A nineteen-chapter descriptive gazetteer of a single place with an entire chapter devoted only to its location: the evolution of
the administrative unit, its astrological setting, its boundaries, the settlements within it, its topography, et cetera. Subsequent 
chapters cover matters ranging from infrastructure to commodities to schools to famous people.



A 1584 map of China by Abraham Ortelius with Beijing marked as C[ivitas] Paquin

Historical Names of Beijing








